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Introductory content is for marketers who are new to the subject. 

This content typically includes step-by-step instructions on how 

to get started with this aspect of inbound marketing and learn its 

fundamentals. After reading it, you will be able to execute basic 

marketing tactics related to the topic.

INTRODUCTORY

IS THIS BOOK RIGHT FOR ME?
Not quite sure if this ebook is right for you? See the below description to determine if 

your level matches the content you are about to read.

Intermediate content is for marketers who are familiar with the 

subject but have only basic experience in executing strategies and 

tactics on the topic. This content typically covers the fundamentals 

and moves on to reveal more complex functions and examples. 

After reading it, you will feel comfortable leading projects with this 

aspect of inbound marketing.

INTERMEDIATE

Advanced content is for marketers who are, or want to be, experts 

on the subject. In it, we walk you through advanced features of 

this aspect of inbound marketing and help you develop complete 

mastery of the subject. After reading it, you will feel ready not only 

to execute strategies and tactics, but also to teach others how to 

be successful. 

ADVANCED

This ebook!
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... brings your whole marketing world to-
gether in one, powerful, integrated system.

HubSpoT’S ALL-IN-oNe 
MArketing soFtwAre

      Get Found: Help prospects find you online     
       Convert: Nurture your leads and drive conversions     
       Analyze: Measure and improve your marketing  
       Plus more apps and integrations

Request A Demo Video overview

eMAIL  
MArketing

M
SoCIAL  

ContACts

w

WoRKFLoWS
;

SMART FIeLDS

n

ContACts  
DATAbAST

U

ANALyTICS

www.hubspot.com/products/inbound-marketing/?source=hseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://bitly.com/HubSpot-Demo
http://bitly.com/HubSpot-Demo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evL5jaZx8vk
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
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HOw TO USE FACEBOOK FOR  
MOBILE MARKETING

by Amanda Sibley

Amanda Sibley is a member of the paid 

marketing team at HubSpot. She helps 

create and manage paid advertisements 

and external vendors to help generate 

leads across various platforms. Amanda 

is also a regular contributor to the 

HubSpot Inbound Marketing blog, where 

she writes about various topics across 

inbound marketing.

FOLLOw ME ON TwITTER
@AMANDASIBLEY
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CHAPTER 1

THE STATE OF 
MOBILE USAGE
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1.08 billion mobile phones are 
sMArt PHones.

A smartphone does more than just 

make calls, as traditional phones do. 

A smartphone allows you to go on the 

internet at high speeds, access your 

email, edit documents, and download 

applications. They even run on their 

own operating system. Smartphones 

include Apple’s iphone, blackberry, 

Android, among others. 

This ebook will dive into 

marketing stats and facts for 

mobile marketing specifically 

on Facebook, the world’s 

largest social network. 

~
qs:

f

}
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In 2011, more people bought a 
sMArtPHone than a pC.



http://www.businessinsider.com/the-future-of-mobile-deck-2012-3#-50 
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there are oVeR SIx bILLIoN 
mobile subscriptions gLobALLy.
SouRCe: DIgITAL buzz bLog

G

http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/infographic-2012-mobile-growth-statistics/
http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/infographic-2012-mobile-growth-statistics/
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one in seven seArCHes are  
done on a mobile device.

s?

http://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/infographic-2012-mobile-growth-statistics/
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500+ MILLIoN  
people use Facebook’s  
mobile app.

g500+ MILLIoN  

http://techcrunch.com/2012/04/23/facebooks-amended-s-1-500-million-mobile-users-paid-300m-cash-23-million-shares-for-instagram/
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Facebook mobile use  
is outgrowing desktop  
use by 2:1.

{  {  

MobILe

DeSKTop

http://www.valuewalk.com/2012/09/facebook-inc-fb-mobile-marketing-finally-begins-to-yield-profit-ms/
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t

the amount of tiMe sPent  
on FACebook’s 
mobile site or mobile app  
has surpassed the time spent on 
the actual Facebook site.

t
MobILe

DeSKTop

http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/11/time-spent-on-facebook-mobile
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59% of people Ages  
18 - 34 access  
social networking  
sites through  
their mobile phones.g

18 - 34

http://na.ad-tech.com/sf/wp-content/uploads/DigitalConsumer.pdf
%20http://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php%3Fu%3Dhttp://offers.hubspot.com/ultimate-guide-facebook-mobile-marketing
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet%3Foriginal_referer%3Dhttp://offers.hubspot.com/ultimate-guide-facebook-mobile-marketing%26source%3Dtweetbutton%26text%3DThe%2520Ultimate%2520Guide%2520to%2520Facebook%2520Mobile%2520Marketing%26url%3Dhttp://offers.hubspot.com/ultimate-guide-facebook-mobile-marketing
%20http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle%3Fmini%3Dtrue%26url%3Dhttp://offers.hubspot.com/ultimate-guide-facebook-mobile-marketing
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CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION 
TO FACEBOOK & 
MOBILE
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the Facebook Mobile App
 

Facebook can be accessed in two ways on a mo-

bile phone: through the mobile browsing site, 

m.facebook.com, or through the Facebook mobile 

app. The app is available on smartphones and can 

easily be downloaded in the app store on the phone. 

over 2500 phones have Facebook Application 

accessibility, including: 

iPhone

Android
Palm

Windows
  phones

Tablets

Java-capable 
phones

http://blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=483824142130
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...behind 
youTube and 
google Maps

...behind
google Search, gmail, 
and google Maps 

The Facebook mobile app is ranked:

#3   
Most App  

Downloaded  
on iPhone

#4   
Most App  

Downloaded  
on Android
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using the Mobile App
Facebook allows you to continue your Facebook 

use on a smartphone, just as you would on a pC. 

Whether logging in through m.facebook.com or 

using the mobile app, you’re greeted with an 

easy user interface that highlights all the options 

typically available on your left-hand Facebook 

desktop navigation. 
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business page Mobile

The mobile homepage has the same 

cover photo and profile picture, further 

pushing the importance of compelling vi-

sual content featured on your Facebook 

page.

Facebook mobile also highlights your 

Facebook tabs, which include apps such 

as recent photos, recent location check-

ins, events, and other connected apps.

 

As users scroll further down, they’ll see 

a larger version of each status update, 

offer, or comment on your wall. 

The links you post should also lead to 

mobile optimized pages, the importance 

of which we will discuss later in this 

ebook.
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Facebok App Features 

CHeCK-IN 

The Facebook Check-In feature allows users to 

check into places they are visiting. This tool is 

great for local businesses and extremely use-

ful on mobile since customers can check in 

without using a computer. Incentivize users to 

come to your business by offering rewards they 

can claim through the mobile app, eliminating 

the hassle of prinitng out coupons.

1

Check-In on 
Facebook for a 

Free Coffee! 

@
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events

The event feature on Facebook allows people to schedule events just as you would on a 

desktop. These events are connected to the map feature on smartphones, easily provid-

ing users with directions from their current location to the event. And since smartphones 

have a gpS built-in them, your location updates in real time, giving users the most accu-

rate directions possible. 

When planning an event, be sure to put in the exact address so that attendees are able 

to utilize this feature. 

2
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Lead generation on Facebook Mobile 

While it’s clear Facebook is a social network that you should be working into your mobile 

marketing strategy, keep in mind all the strategies you use for generating leads on  

Facebook and how they adapt for mobile.  

Status updates should be concise and to-the-point.  

Long paragraphs will turn mobile users away.

Links should be shortened and easy to click.  

Consider adding bitly links.

Visual content should be easy to understand -- complex 

graphics become difficult to read on a small screen.

 

The HubSpot all-in-one marketing software includes social media tools that can help you 

not only with the publishing of such optimized updates, but also with their measurement 

in terms on traffic, new leads and even customers. get a free demo today to see all these 

features in action!

p

A

P

http://bit.ly/Get-A-Demo-of-HS
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turn FACebook 
INTo A poWeRFuL 
SoCIAL CHANNeL

Âre you tracking every 
Facebook interaction 
you have with your 
leads? HubSpot not 
only lets you track 
every click on a link in a 
social message, it also 
lets you use that data 
to segment leads and 
trigger emails. Welcome 
to the first social media 
tracking system of its 
kind.

3 Lookup: Automatically look up social information for your leads.

Listen: Listen to chatter and track clicks on all of your social posts.

Segment: Segment your leads based on the social activity.

Trigger: Trigger emails, update profile information, and adjust your 

lists based on social interactions.

3

3

3

RequeST A DeMo ReAD MoRe

http://www.hubspot.com/3/?source=hseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://bit.ly/Get-A-Demo-of-HS
www.hubspot.com/products/blogging-social-media/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
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CHAPTER 3

HOw TO 
OPTIMIzE 
FACEBOOK FOR 
MOBILE
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Mobile optimization
It’s imperative that you optimize your 

Facebook content for mobile. before Facebook 

timeline for business pages was launched, 

Facebook was not optimized for viewing on 

mobile devices. Most tabs were unviewable, 

and only the simplest aspects of Facebook 

were available for mobile use. 

Now, the Facebook mobile platform is far more 

mobile friendly. users can easily see their 

notifications and news feed. They can also 

easily search for company pages and brands.

61% of customers  
who visit a site that isn’t mobile-friendly 
are likely to visit a competitor’s site.

%20http://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php%3Fu%3Dhttp://offers.hubspot.com/ultimate-guide-facebook-mobile-marketing
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So Is youR Content Mobile Friendly?
Just because Facebook was able to make the mobile app user friendly doesn’t 

mean that your work is done. What happens if a mobile user wants to learn more 

about one of your posted links but is redirected to a website that isn’t mobile 

optimized? yikes! The user sees a messy webpage with no formatting for their 

mobile device, and immediately leaves the content, potentially never to be heard 

from again. you can avoid this fate by making sure any post on your Facebook wall 

will look the same on mobile devices as it does on a computer.

ensure you have a way to create mobile-friendly content. the Hubspot marketing 

software provides you with landing pages and marketing emails that are optimized 

for mobile viewing. Learn more here.

'

http://www.hubspot.com/products/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/products/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/products/landing-pages/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
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Mobile optimized pages 

MobILe App

If your business has a mobile app, 

make it easy for people to download 

it. 53% of people want to download a 

business’s app from their mobile site. 

CLICK To CALL

61% of users want to be able to click-to-call a business from a mobile site. With all the 

new features available on smart phones today, we often overlook the main purpose 

of a phone -- to call people! Make sure you don’t forget to add a simple click-to-call 

button on each page.



1

~
2

http://marketingland.com/google-survey-what-users-want-from-mobile-sites-22606
http://marketingland.com/google-survey-what-users-want-from-mobile-sites-22606
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sHorter ForMs

 

often, marketers put content behind long forms to 

capture information about potential leads. Filling out a 

long form on a mobile device can be a real pain, so try 

and make forms as short as possible on mobile forms. 

better yet, use smart forms to help reduce the size of 

your forms while still optimizing conversion. The less 

clicking, scrolling and typing the better! 

Hours oF oPerAtion

76% of people want to get location and operating hours 

from a mobile site. If your business wants to invite 

customers into the store, a mobile site is a great way to 

let people know when you are open and where you are 

located. If you are able to include an address and map, 

mobile users can easily find directions to your location 

in real time.

n

t

3

4

http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://marketingland.com/google-survey-what-users-want-from-mobile-sites-22606
http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
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MobILe opTIMIze 
WITH SHoRTeR, 
sMArter ForMs

your prospects, leads, 
and customers should 
never have to fill out 
the same form twice. 
HubSpot introduces a 
long requested feature 
that can hide form 
fields if a someone has 
already given you that 
information. In other 
words, HubSpot makes 
your forms smarter. 

3 Hide Fields: Set “smart” fields on each form to hide them from 

leads who have already filled them out.

Convert: Shorter forms mean higher conversions.

Capture: Keep your forms as brief as possible, without losing any 

vital information.

3

3

n

RequeST A DeMo ReAD MoRe

http://www.hubspot.com/3/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
http://bit.ly/Get-A-Demo-of-HS
http://www.hubspot.com/products/landing-pages/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-product-placement
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seArCH bAr

people don’t want to spend a lot of time looking around 

a mobile site, probably because it’s become hard to tap 

accurately on a mobile device! In fact, 78% of people 

want to find the content they are looking for within two 

clicks. be sure to have a search bar that allows users to 

easily find the content they’re on the look for.

Fit to sCreen

Make sure your content can be seen easily by scrolling 

only up and down, not left to right. 76% of mobile site 

users do not want to need to scroll left to right in order 

to see mobile content. Make sure your site is as clean 

and efficient as possible. Don’t add any extra content 

that isn’t directly related to the original offer. 


5

]
6

http://marketingland.com/google-survey-what-users-want-from-mobile-sites-22606
http://marketingland.com/google-survey-what-users-want-from-mobile-sites-22606
http://marketingland.com/google-survey-what-users-want-from-mobile-sites-22606
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CHAPTER 4

HOw TO USE 
ADVERTISING 
ON FACEBOOK 
MOBILE
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Facebook is slowly shifting advertising features 

from desktop to mobile, to follow where their 

users are headed. With over 500 million 

people using Facebook’s mobile site or mobile 

application (more than half of Facebook’s user 

base) your advertisements are sure to be seen 

on mobile devices.

 Mobile is often overlooked when creating an 

advertising campaign. yet , when executed 

correctlly, it can be truly effective for marketers. 

Read on to learn how to implement a successful 

Facebook mobile advertising campaign. 



Facebook Shifting Advertising Features 
from Desktop to Mobile
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Sponsored Stories
Mobile users can see Sponsored Stories within their news feed. A sponosored story is a 

post from a fan that a company can promote to other people on Facebook. For example, 

if a company posts a link to one of its ebooks, and your friend likes that post, the 

company can then sponsor your friend who liked the post, making that action visible to 

the friends of that person in their newsfeed. In your newsfeed, you’ll see something along 

the lines of, “Amanda Sibley liked a post on HubSpot’s wall.”  

 
Sponsored Story Ctr 
oN A MobILe DeVICe 
is 12x that of a desk-
top Sponsored Story. 

In August 2012, the number of Sponsored Stories that appear in mobile newsfeeds per per-

son increased from zero to one per day to more than two per day.  What we commonly think 

of as ads on Facebook cannot be used on mobile, as the platform doesn’t support sidebar 

ads. Sponsored Stories that appear in news feeds, however, can be used on the mobile 

Facebook platform. Sponsored Stories also have a significantly higher clickthrough rate than 

desktop ads, mainly because of the personalized aspect of a friend liking the post.

%

http://www.facebook.com/hubspot
http://www.insidefacebook.com/2012/06/19/early-tests-show-mobile-sponsored-stories-have-higher-ctr-lower-cpcs-than-desktop/
http://www.businessinsider.com/morgan-stanley-cuts-facebook-forecast-2012-9
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Let’s explore how Sponsored Stories work visually.

Take as an example this link to an 

ebook HubSpot posted on Facebook. 

one of our fans liked the post, and 

since we had this post sponsored, 

the fan’s activity could now be seen 

in his friends’ mobile and desktop 

newsfeeds. 

our tests with Sponsored Stories on 

Facebook have shown a CTR that is 

seven times greater compared to a 

post that is not liked by a friend.
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New Mobile App Advertising

While including Sponsored Stories in mobile newsfeeds was a big step for  

Facebook mobile marketing, it failed to scale, as it could only be seen by friends of 

friends and could only be placed in a newsfeed so many times a day.   

 

In october 2012, Facebook launched a new way for third-party app developers to pur-

chase non-social ads. With this new platform, developers can purchase ads that are seen 

in the mobile news feed of Android and ioS devices. The links will go directly to the app 

purchase in the app store on the device. Testers of this application have seen increased 

CTRs and higher conversion rates. For example, TinyCo saw a 50% higher Ctr through 

these ads.

http://techcrunch.com/2012/08/07/facebook-mobile-app-ads/
http://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/2012/10/17/drive-installs-and-discovery-with-mobile-app-install-ads/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/08/07/facebook-mobile-app-ads/
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to launch an app ad, you must register your native app with Facebook. Then you can use 

the App Dashboard. From here, choose “Mobile Apps.” Here you can choose what your 

goal is and engage both new and current users. you can also decide which platform to 

advertise on: ioS, Android, or the entire mobile web. 

 

 

once you select a platform, Facebook offers you a Software Development Kit, along with 

all the necessary tools to develop and promote your app. The app dashboard will allow 

you to promote your app to a cetain demographic by specifying age, gender and location, 

as well as set your budget. For a full tutorial for developing a mobile app and advertising 

campaign, read Facebook’s developers tutorial.

https://developers.facebook.com/apps
https://developers.facebook.com/apps/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/tutorials/mobile-app-ads/%23launch
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Retargeting Ads
Facebook has began to implement an advertising retargeting plan.  

So how does this work? 

Facebook has a network of websites and mobile 

partner ad exchanges that are all connected. When 

a user visits one of these third-party applications or 

websites on a mobile device, an ad will appear from 

Facebook so long as an advertiser is bidding on the 

site and the demographics of that person. 

These ads can point somone to a mobile website or the app to download in the app 

store. Advertisers can target a specific subset of people based on all user data gathered 

on Facebook. These ads will not be social, meaning the name and picture of friends 

who have liked the page (or ad) will not appear on third-party sites. Facebook has yet to 

launch this to all advertisers.  

Currently, only 33% of people  
find ads on mobile devices  
realted to LoCATIoN useful.

1

http://gigaom.com/2012/09/18/facebook-testing-mobile-ads-on-third-party-apps/
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user Demographics
When a person creates a Facebook profile, she shares her demographics with the social 

network. Facebook also learns user behavior depending on the brands people like and 

actions they take on Facebook.

This information is extremely valuable to 

marketers who are looking to acurrately target 

their buyer persona. 

Let’s take for example a woman’s clothing 

store in New york City that is looking to target 

to their exact buyer. Facebook has information 

on the age of users, pages people like, and 

location. So the retail store can customize its 

messaging to females, near NyC, in a certain 

age demographic and who have liked other 

woman’s clothing stores on Facebook.




age 
location 
activities...
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Facebook Ads growth 

According to emarketer, Facebook ads revenue is expected to be $72.7 in 2012, 

which is lower than Twitter and google’s. by 2014, however, Facebook advertising 

is expected to increase to $629.4 million, surpassing Twitter. 

 

Facebook is soon going to become an advertising giant along with its current view 

as a social media giant. Whats more, by 2013, Facebook is expected to surpass 

google and Twitter for share of mobile ad revenue.

sourCe: teCHCrunCH

 http://techcrunch.com/2012/09/06/u-s-mobile-advertising-twitter-sales-are-double-that-of-facebook-in-a-google-ruled-2-6b-market/ 
http://techcrunch.com/2012/09/06/u-s-mobile-advertising-twitter-sales-are-double-that-of-facebook-in-a-google-ruled-2-6b-market/
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CONCLUSION 
& ADDITIONAL 
RESOURCES
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After reading this ebook, you should feel comfortable implementing a comprehensive 

mobile optmized Facebook strategy. Not only have you learned how fast the mobile world 

is growing and adapting, but you have learned how to optimize your website pages and 

social media strategy for the rapidly growing number of mobile users. 

We have covered the current possibilites for advertising on the Facebook mobile site and 

mobile application, as well as opportunities that are right around the  

corner for marketers.

Marketing is going mobile, make sure you are prepared! 

Marketing is going 
mobile, make sure 
you are prepared!“

“
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GET MORE  
FROM YOUR  
MOBILE MARKETING
Sign up for a personalize 

inbound marketing 

assessment to learn how 

you can optimize your mobile 

marketing with Hubspot!

http://bitly.com/HubSpot-IMA

http://bitly.com/HubSpot-IMA
http://bitly.com/HubSpot-IMA
http://bitly.com/HubSpot-IMA
http://bitly.com/HubSpot-IMA
http://offers.hubspot.com/inbound-marketing-assessment/%3Fsource%3Dhseb-ebooks-mql-pages
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